Research Dashboard Data Group Meeting Minutes

11/15/10

Attendees: Rana Glasgal, Michiko Pane, Samir Pandey, Lee Merrick, Angel Mayorga, Kathleen Thomson, Barbara Cole

Absent: Sharon Bergman, Dianne Archer, Betuye Price

1. Proposal tab: Anne Hannigan said default filter should be agreement type not= Fellowship. Group agrees this is a good suggestion.
2. Samir found an error- proposal was dated Nov.13th 2011-probably a typo and needs to be fixed
3. New YTD proposal tab – has $ amt change, % change, and amount to date graphs at the top. Also has a table of % chg/amt chg by school/sponsor type/agreement type. This table is drillable too!

Oddness: NON_FED line in the “FED-DIRECT” sponsor type- an erroneous grouping assignment

Triangle up/down indicators - Group found it too busy- might be better with just color coded numbers and no triangles

4. Can’t run the YTD tab for just any date, only yesterday’s date (the EDW doesn’t have snapshots, so this is all you can do.)
5. Need more people testing, but everyone is so busy due to SERA Implementation
6. “Gap” between SERA implementation and data getting into EDW – 1 or 2 months?
7. Keep number of people with access small at go live on 12/6 sinse we’re not done with data quality issues
8. Hit rate – Surprising number of proposals are awarded within one day and within 30 days – these are excluded from hit rate calculation but it is a lot of things to exclude!